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Our previous editions covered
various social events and community
organisations as pictured below.

Welcome to

Toda
diversity news

Shirley Anstis, Editor
Welcome to our summer review for 2016.
Things flourish in the summer and this year
was no exception.

Front cover - Autumn/Winter
Review 2015

Today Magazine is pleased to have had the
opportunity to interview and photograph Brian
Tevreden, Technical Director of Reading FC for
our cover feature.
Readibus’ latest campaign highlights positive
images of local people with disabilities and helps
to show what can be achieved.
In our feature of Theatretrain we were able to
interview Tiffany King the creative force behind
the Reading franchise. Tiffany and her team support young people in finding their
talent and entertaining family and friends.
2016 is the 50th anniversary of Barbados’ independence. The Barbados and Friends
Association (Reading) have put on some events at Reading Museum and we speak
to the organisers to find out more. We’ve also had the privilege of interviewing Una
Chandler who typifies that journey from a childhood in Barbados to establishing a
life in Reading. Her journey of courage and faith includes becoming the first Black
lay minister in her Methodist Chapter.

Front cover - Spring 2016

We review the audiobook version of ‘Before Happiness’ by Shawn Achor. His book
can help you to think about the life you want and then show you how your thinking
and doing can lead to success.

Follow Us:

With Cianna’s Smile we have an opportunity to support a little girl with Sickle Cell
anaemia, and help her family to educate schools and health care practitioners
whilst supporting families with the disease.

http://www.facebook.com/todaymag

If you’re reminiscing about the summer Olympics and would like a taste of Brazil,
then Reading’s very own local café ‘Pau Brasil’ would like to welcome you to check
out their quirky building and Brazilian cuisine.
Shirley Anstis MA, B.Sc, MBACP
@shirleyanstis

http://www.twitter.com/Today_Magazine
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ReadiBus:
Positive Images
ReadiBus has recently
launched a ‘Positive Images’
Campaign, displaying eyecatching images of people
with disabilities on the back
of some of their buses.
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The campaign was launched in
Broad Street on 6th June by the Mayor
of Reading, Cllr Ayub, in response to the
need identified by ‘disabled’ people at
the Reading Borough Council ‘Tackling
Poverty’ event in November 2013.
A working group at this event
identified the single most wanted action

to tackle poverty amongst those who
identified themselves as ‘disabled’ as
being the need for more positive
images of ‘disabled people’.
ReadiBus, the door-to-door
minibus service which serves people
with restricted mobility, subsequently
consulted on how it could help to

address this need and came up with the
idea for a ‘Positive Images’ Campaign.
The campaign’s pictures aim
to show ‘disabled’ individuals in an
everyday setting, enjoying everyday
activities, regardless of physical or
cognitive disability. Equal opportunities
are important to help everyone to lead
active, fulfilled lives and the idea is to
counter negative stereotypes and help
to make more of a ‘level playing field’
for disabled people.
ReadiBus passengers volunteered to
be in the pictures and had a fun day at
the professional studio, Barrett and Coe
Berkshire that helped to sponsor the
campaign. Joyce Connor, a local makeup artist, made up the models.
Mr Pande who also took part said
“It made me feel famous! If the photo
can be motivation to somebody to
do something then I am more than
happy. Bringing awareness of disability
is very important and I’m grateful that

ReadiBus has done this.”
Tina, a sister of one of the
models, said: “There has always been
difficulties, all of his life, not just
misunderstanding what he’s saying,
but not understanding the whole thing
about a learning disability. He has
had some quite cruel things said and
done to him in the past on mainstream
buses. That’s part of the reason why he
doesn’t travel independently. ReadiBus
makes him feel safe and happy.
He really enjoys it. He was extremely
happy to see his picture. It is such a
positive image, all doing something they
enjoy. Some people think that people
with disabilities sit around and don’t do
anything. There is a wide spectrum of
abilities and it is amazing to be able to
show other people what they can do.
ReadiBus gives people the choice to do
the things they want to do”.
Mrs Pierino, who uses a wheelchair
to get around and who regularly

uses ReadiBus, said “the launch was
excellent, I enjoyed it, it was sunny and
there were a lot of people. I can’t get
a normal bus and I know for sure there
are a lot of people indoors who can’t
either. With ReadiBus I can go out and
every week I go to college, where I am
just about to enrol for my second year.”
Kreatif Design, Three Mile Cross,
also sponsored the project and created
the final striking designs, working with
ReadiBus throughout the project.
ReadiBus is hoping to expand the
campaign, by putting further images
on the back of more of their buses and
they are also reaching out to the public
for photos. ReadiBus is hosting Positive
Images on its website, so if you have
positive images of someone with a
disability who would like to be featured
on the website, please contact ReadiBus
on 0118 9310000 or via the website:
www.readibus.co.uk
Today Magazine
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Cianna’s Smile:
A Mother’s Love
Today Magazine wanted to find out more about the charity, Hayley and their plans for the future.
I was looking forward to
interviewing Hayley King to find out
more about her charity Cianna’s Smile.
I spoke to her in the week leading
up to the charity’s first big fundraiser –
A Masquerade Ball at the Crowne Plaza
in Caversham, Reading.
She set up the charity in 2012
following the birth of her daughter
Cianna in 2008. Cianna was diagnosed
with sickle cell anaemia when she was
3 days old. The charity is as much about
educating people about the disease as it
is supporting those with the disease.
Part of Hayley’s mission is to
encourage people to find out if they
carry the sickle cell trait before they
decide to become parents. She was
18 weeks pregnant when she found
out that she had the trait and
Cianna’s father was a carrier.
Before meeting Hayley I wondered
if this knowledge would really stop
someone from starting a family with
their person of choice but Hayley made
me realise that once you know someone
who has suffered with sickle cell then
you would not wish to take the risk.
She knows of adult sufferers in her
extended family who have lost their
hair, are unable to walk or work and
are in constant pain. Other symptoms
could be loss of eyesight, knee and hip
replacement, tooth loss and becoming
bedridden. She says that although
Cianna has the worse form of sickle
cell her high haemoglobin count
reduces her symptoms. However, she
does experience constant fatigue or
pain in any given week.
I wanted to find out more about
the charity, Hayley and their plans for
the future.
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What led to you starting the charity?
Cianna had had her first crisis where
she was screaming and vomiting and
we were sent home from the hospital
without knowing what was wrong.
Three hours later we were back in
the hospital and they eventually did
a chest x-ray to find out that she had
pneumonia. The nurse was horrible to
us. I then decided to set up the charity
to support other sufferers and to
educate health care professionals about
the disease.
How does Cianna cope with her
illness at school?
She had a crisis on her first day of
school. She played in the paddling pool
and this triggered her pneumonia. The
hardest thing about this disease is that
it is unpredictable.
Are you always alert to her energy
levels and checking to see if she
appears well?
Yes, when we missed an enlarged
spleen that led to anaemia and blood
transfusion. If we catch it early then that
stops it from getting worse. If we notice
her eyes are yellow, then we can get her
hydrated by putting her on a drip.
I am constantly in touch with the
school as too much exercise, too much
stress, being too hot or too cold can all
trigger an episode.
How do you work with the school?
Last year was a difficult school year
as she moved teachers and the new
teacher did not understand the disease
and were not interested in finding out.
Thankfully she’s back to her previous
teacher who has learnt a lot about the

condition. Also she has a Health Care
Plan and I give school updates of the
condition in an accessible child friendly
format. I have a general presentation
I can take to school too and I share
pictures of Cianna having her treatment.
As well as her temperature and
tiredness, what else does the school
need to know about?
There is some medication people with
sickle cell cannot take. Also, once a year
Cianna has an invasive scan to check the
arteries in her brain and see if she is at
risk of getting a stroke.
I can see why you would need a
support network facing these issues.
Tell me more about the charity?
The charity involves myself, three
trustees and 8 volunteers. We’ve had an
annual summer picnic in Sol Joel park
since 2014. We’ve done various talks to
Health Care professionals and schools.
The Masquerade Ball is our first ball
and we’re so pleased to have sold all 90
tickets! There will be goody bags, raffles,
music and dancing.
Sounds great. Apart from the charity
what else are you involved with?
I have a passion for artists and I’m very
creative. I make dream catchers, African
waist beads and mandalas. I do mobile
hairdressing at the moment and I’m
looking at expanding into interiors. I’m
doing an accredited course online and
building my portfolio.I am also a mum of
a two-year-old who keeps me very busy.
Any other plans for the future?
I’m looking forward to a great ball and
would like to do another one next year.

I’d like us to have two family fun days
per year. The aim is to do more health
care seminars on sickle cell. We want
to do ones for health care professionals
and ones to help sufferers deal better
with their condition. Through the
charity we’re also hoping to remove the
stigma associated with the disease in
the African and Caribbean communities.
People keep it private and don’t get the
help they need. There is a view that the
sufferer is cursed or tainted so we want
to eradicate these myths.
Inspiring and challenging.
How can people support
Cianna’s Smile?
Facebook contact:
www.facebook.com/ciannassmile/
Email: ciannas-smile@hotmail.co.uk
Mobile: 07538919357.
Thanks for your support.
Shirley Anstis
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Cianna with Michael Sprott
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Alliance for Cohesion
and Racial Equality
Report from the Annual General Meeting, July 2016

The agenda included the report
on the activities of the previous
year, a keynote speaker on dementia
awareness and plans for the future,
particularly the creation of the
Reading Rose Clinic.
Manager Victor Koroma shared new
information on the Narrowing The Gap
funding bid which was successful. It
gives ACRE a wider remit and identifies
working with marginalised communities.
There are plans to create a new migrant
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workshop with lecturers linked to
Reading University, although not by
the University itself.
Chair, Jerry Cabon, shared plans
for the development of ACRE’s advice
centre. The initiative seeks to offer legal,
employment and immigration advice
alongside possible student placements
and advice surgeries.
Equalities Coordinator Victoria
Hunter provided an update from the
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)

community working group. Although
there are only 30 people everyone is
really engaged and there are many ideas
to take forward. The group includes
several charities and has consulted
more than 100 people. Together they
have raised awareness with General
Practitioners, Schools and community
workers. A feature on BBC South helped
to spread the word further.
ACRE wants to keep the momentum
going on the plans around the Reading

Rose Clinic and be a beacon of hope for
FGM sufferers. There are similar clinics
in Bristol and Oxford but the Reading
one will have a three pronged approach
making a bigger difference. FGM has a
physical, emotional and psychological
impact so the clinic aims to address all
three. This will involve FGM specialists,
examples of best practice, legal
guidance and global insights.
During the year ACRE also ran
a #dropthelabel campaign and this
has been taken forward by a group
of young people on the National
Citizenship Scheme who turned it into
an impactful video.
The theme of the event was
Dementia Awareness: How Health &
Social Care Workers, families and friends

can help patients. Alzheimers Area
Manager Penny Ford delivered
the keynote speech.
She spoke about dementia as
something that can be slowed. Many
times people ignore the early signs
of dementia but this is exactly the
time to see someone and get support.
There is evidence that Black people
experience a higher proportion and
have early onset of the illness, there is
a younger age profile and lower levels
of understanding. Some of that could
be more about the size of the Black
population and people getting help
late. Unfortunately, there is still stigma
and fear around the disease in the
community.
There are plans to do more

outreach in the community involving
videos, groups and community
champions. Six people in Reading will
be part of Dementia Action Alliance.
There will also be Dementia Friends
and Dementia Champions.
Activities, diet, therapy and
drugs can all help to slow the illness
down. Dementia sufferers can be
helped by memory games, singing and
various ways to go down memory lane.
Befriending has also been seen to
be helpful.
Useful contacts:
michelle.berry@reading.gov.uk
www.dementiafriends.org.uk
moira.hemson@alzheimers.org.uk
Today Magazine
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Book Review

Vox Pop

Before happiness

Opinions on social media...

by Shawn Achor

In his book ‘The Happiness
Advantage’, Shawn Achor reveals
research showing that experiencing
happiness increases our likelihood
of success. But what about those people
who are not happy? In ‘Before
Happiness’, Achor puts his focus on
people who are not yet happy. He
seeks to connect a range of academic
and real world research that shows
how we can all move towards
happiness. This is not about having
a perfect life but experiencing joy in
the life you are living.
He tries to uncover why people
in similar circumstances can have
such differing responses. He refers,
for example, to children without toys,
MS sufferers, high pressured employees
and soldiers in combat. This lead to
the realisation that people can live
in different realities (in the brain)
regardless of the facts in the real world.
Before we can achieve success and
happiness we need to believe in the
possibility for both. Not simply wishing
it but summoning all our cognitive,
intellectual and emotional resources
“to create positive change because
you believe true change is possible.”
This, known as positive genius, “is
the greatest precursor to success,
performance, and even happiness.”
Achor follows the public discourse
on what predicts success. First we
thought it was IQ or intellect. Then
research suggested emotional
intelligence (our ability to regulate
ourselves) was most important and
more recently research has pointed
towards social intelligence (our ability
to relate to others). Achor seeks to
explore “how our brain knits these
together” to support happiness and
success. The key to everything is seeing
a reality where success is a possibility.
For Achor these three areas form
a triangle of success where I.Q. tells us
what to do, emotional intelligence tells
us how to do it and social intelligence
tells us with whom.
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What is your opinion on the pros and cons of social media?

Do you feel like you
are losing control
over your life?

Achor suggests that if we add
in his five practical research based
steps to the three above then we
have a 3 dimensional prism for
happiness and success. His 5 steps
are:1 - Choose the most valuable reality
Recognise the existence of
multiple realities by simply changing
the details your brain focuses on
and then experiment with different
vantage points. See the world from a
broader perspective, select the most
valuable perspective that is both
positive and true.
2. Map your meaning markers – how
to identify and chart the best route to
accomplishing your goals
Use mental cartography, mapping
paths to success, identify and set
better goals by highlighting markers
of meaning in your life and learning
to distinguish these from decoys and
mental hijackers. Chart more direct
routes to goals by reorienting your
mental map along markers of meaning.
Keep yourself squarely on the path
by mapping success routes before
escape routes.
3. Find the X spot – how to use success
accelerants to propel you more quickly
towards your goal
Zoom in on the target and make
your goals seem closer by building in a
head-start. Set incremental sub-goals
and highlight progress to date instead
of what is left to accomplish. Magnify
the target size and increase likelihood of
success by creating champion moments
that remind you of success in similar
situations. Decrease your perception of
your competitors and choose goals you
have a 70% chance of reaching.
4. Cancel the noise – how to boost
the signal that points towards
greater opportunities, possibilities
and resources

Tineka; Age: 17

Boosting the signal by eliminating
the noise. Learn to cancel any
distracting messages that stops you
from reaching your fullest potential,
hone your ability to distinguish the
noise from the signal. Cancel our
internal noise of worry, anxiety, fear
and pessimism.
5. Create positive inception – how
to amplify the effect of a positive
mindset by transferring your positive
realities to others
Transfer your reality to others
and reap the exponential benefits by
sharing simple, easy to replicate
patterns and habits and helping to
spread them in your network.
Achor gather’s results to show
how this can help individuals meet
success and happiness goals but also
teams and organisations. If we don’t
see the possibility of a positive outcome
then we won’t attempt to set a goal or
solve a problem, we must believe that
our behaviour matters.
From soldiers in combat to every
day stresses the research shows how
our perceptions of reality affects what
action we take.
Now that you know that this is the
route to happiness and success would
you be interested in exploring it further?
Let me know if you follow-up on this
and share your results.
Shirley Anstis

Pros, you can get in touch with distant
friends and family but you can also find
out a lot of information on anything and
everything. Cons would be that social
media overpowers the actual internet
because if people want information or
to find people they can just use social
media to find out the information.

Mohammed; Age: 19

Pros are that it is very interactive and it’s
easy to keep in touch with everybody,
you’re able keep up with celebrities.
Cons is that people are exposed to that
which can be inappropriate for them
to see! Social media can be deemed as
dangerous and as the talk of the town.

Chloe; Age: 18

It’s a great way to spread information
fast to publicise to the target audience.
Social media is powerful and now
controls us to look at what your friends
and family are up to.
So by asking me this is like asking me
what I feel about antidepressants, it
cures the problem but creates another.

Counselling can help
you to cope with
change, bereavement
and identity issues.
If you want to make a
change and put your
life in your own hands...

Glenn; Age: 23

Pros, it connects you to people you have
never met, and to catch up with people
you know without physically meeting
them. Cons are it can cause trouble by
posting or viewing something that you
shouldn’t, people can get addicted to
it and spend more time looking at their
phones or computers rather than having
an actual conversation.

...or simply want to talk
to someone impartial
and empathic...

Call

Envision Counselling
Chelsea; Age: 18

Pros, being able to reconnect with old
and distant friends and family. Cons
of social media could be bullying, and
humiliating someone knowing everyone
can see it and it causes a lot of problems
in friendships and relationships.

Jardel; Age: 19
Pros, it’s a way to catch up with people
and keep up with the latest trends
and styles. Cons, everybody knows
everything and arguments and fights can
be from social media; opinions on social
media can get people into trouble.

Mob: 07809 829 914
Tel: 0118 966 0107
or visit

www.envisioncounselling.co.uk
for more information

Walking in faith...
I met Una Chandler at an event last year
and very much enjoyed her positivity
and wisdom. When the opportunity
came to interview her about her life and
autobiography ‘A Long Way Home’ I was
only too pleased.
When we sit down and I congratulate
Una on the launch of her
autobiography this was her response:
“I’m near tears and can’t believe it’s all
happened. If I’d written a script for my
life it wouldn’t be any better, it is all
falling into place.”
Have you always wanted to
write a book?
I’ve had a long held plan to write my life
story. In my mind the future was always
within reach, the challenge was how to
begin to write the book. I’m very curious
when reading a book or a magazine. I
was always taking clippings on how to
write and how to publish. We all have a
story to tell but how to get it out there.
Share your experience.
What was the main intention behind
writing your book?
It was really intended for my children
and grandchildren. I wanted them to
understand the way of life I had in
Barbados and how different it is now.
I wanted them to know their heritage.
I’ve been surprised at the responses and
had no idea it would be in shops.
Write it down so they could
remember it with love. I’m so grateful
for the support of my six children,
they’ve all been supportive.
How did you find the process of
writing your story?
I kept starting and stopping but the
title was always there. Barbados will
always be a part of me and I’m grateful
for my rural agricultural start to life.
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But it was a hard life. Although it was a
struggle I was still happy because that
was all I knew. But in England I saw
so much more and wondered how
I survived. But that childhood means
I could cope. Watching my parents
struggle made me a survivor, especially
after losing my husband. I’ve made
the best of life from childhood. This
book is the result of determination.
I’m grateful to my children who helped
to put the stories together. I had to
learn new skills and did an adult
computer course with New Directions
so I could write it.
Tell me about your life in Barbados?
I left Barbados on my 17th birthday.
As the oldest of 10 children I stopped
school at 13 to help look after my
siblings. My dad worked as a mason
and left early in the morning to find
work, wherever there was work. My
father was all about determination,
hard-work and commitment.
What brought you to England at
such a young age?
John saw me in my village church in
Barbados, I think I recited something
on Harvest Sunday. He left the island
soon after. He wrote to ask my parents
for permission to marry me if I joined
him in England. I didn’t really know him
and when the letter came for me I was
surprised and gave it to my mother.
People are bemused when they hear
my story but even now I don’t question
God’s plan for my life.
Was it a difficult decision for you?
I was not scared and could see it
was an opportunity for a different life.
I felt young at 17 but when my mum
asked me what I wanted to do
I remember saying “I’m not going to
be 17 forever.”

So you moved and your life changed?
Yes, I got here in October and married
John the following March when I was 17
years and 5 months. We were married
for just over 20 years when he died. I
have no regrets. He was a man to his
word. I believe it was meant to be, God
wrote that script.
What was life like for you in Reading?
It was a challenge to find
accommodation and many of us
shared houses until we could save
for a mortgage. I needed to earn
some money to help repay my uncle
for paying my air fare so sent money
back every month. Eventually we both
worked at the Gillette factory and we
created a happy home.
How did you come to be the first
Black lay minister in this area?
I grew up in the Pentecostal church
but when John died I felt urged to
move on in life. I love a challenge
and wanted a fresh start. The
Methodist church was close to my
home. I was one of half a dozen Black
worshippers in the church and the
minister asked us to do an Easter
service. My faith is very strong and has
kept me through my loss and becoming
a single parent. Yes, I did ask “God,
where are you?” but kept the faith and
kept going. I could lead prayers with
ease and people suggested I become
a lay preacher. After trying to hide I
took the challenge. I remember the
minister saying to me “Don’t try to be
like me, be yourself.” I got a mentor, a
tutor, several books and was dedicated
in 1995. I didn’t set out to be the first
Black lay minister but so it was and
others have followed since. I retired
from preaching in 2015 after 25 years
around the Methodist circuit, although I
do occasional mini sermons locally.
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Una Chandler

“I’m near tears and can’t
believe it’s all happened.
If I’d written a script for
my life it wouldn’t be any
better, it is all falling
into place.”
Although very successful in your church
you wanted to do more?
Yes, I felt I could do more than
preaching on Sundays. I saw an
advert in the church magazine, rang
the number to follow-up and the
advertiser came to my house to
interview me. He needed to replace
Frank Morris who was retiring. I felt
the excitement and got the job as
chaplain to Reading Borough Council.
I’ve been a chaplain fifteen years now
and love it. I provide pastoral care and
support to the staff there.
How do you spend your time now?
I do lots of charity work as I like to
keep busy. I’ve joined a singing group
called Moving On and we perform at
local events. I’m also the person to
congratulate people who become
British citizens and give a speech
every few months.
How has it been for you to launch
your book?
I’ve enjoyed all of it. I did two library
talks last year in March and October.
This year I spoke at another library and
then was interviewed by The Voice and
yourselves. It’s all been good and I’ve
started my next book now.
The interview ended with Una sharing
with me something from her prayers
that morning – “Breathe on me breath
of God” – that was supporting her
through the day. For her it’s also about
having a vision and a focus for life
alongside pure determination.
Una’s book is available via Troubador
publishing website when you enter the
title ‘A Long Way from Home’ or
www.troubador.co.uk/book_info.
asp?bookid=3091
Shirley Anstis
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Harleen Kaur, Sport

Awards 2016

The Asian Women of Achievement
[AWA] Awards, in association with
NatWest, announced the winners of
the 2016 Awards at an event in London
on 13 May 2016, in the presence
of Princess Badiya bint El Hassan of
Jordan and Baroness Helena Kennedy.
The Awards, now in their 17th year,
celebrate the contributions made by
Asian women both professionally and
in their communities, cutting across
a broad range of sectors in British life
from business and media to sport,
culture and public service.
From an international martial arts
champion to a rising BBC star reporter,
this year’s list of winners features
an incredibly diverse and exciting
group of women. Despite their varied
backgrounds, the winners are united by
their shared ability to inspire, and their
determination to drive positive change
in their respective fields.
The winner of the Entrepreneur
category, Nancy Johnston, has brought
eco-friendly Mongolian yak wool to the
forefront of the British fashion industry
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through her social business Tengri,
which helps to provide a sustainable
alternative income for nomadic herders.
In the Public Service category, Tulip
Mazumdar was honoured for her work
as the BBC’s global health reporter.
During the Ebola outbreak in West
Africa, her reports bravely telling the
stories of the victims, their families and
the volunteers who went to help were
seen by millions. Sport category winner
Harleen Kaur is a sixth-form student
and martial arts athlete, who last year
represented Britain by winning silver at
the World Martial Kombat Federation
(WMKF) World Championships, while
studying for her A Levels!
The Media category winner is Tina
Ghazimorad, a TV producer and filmmaker for Iranian TV channel Manoto,
whose films have been shown at
festivals worldwide including Cannes.
Meanwhile, Sara Khan, the Social &
Humanitarian category winner, is one
of the UK’s leading Muslim female
voices on countering Islamist extremism
and championing women’s rights,

including through the anti-ISIS campaign
#MakingAStand.
This year AWA honoured Julie
Hanna with the Global Empowerment
Award. Each year the award recognises
the work of a remarkable individual
exemplifying outstanding leadership,
responsibility and courage, who has
inspired others to champion progress
and success. Past recipients include
Elif Shafak, HRH Prince of Wales, and
Indra Nooyi, global chief executive of
PepsiCo. This year’s honouree Julie
Hanna is an Egyptian-born entrepreneur
named by President Barack Obama in
2015 as Presidential Ambassador for
Global Entrepreneurship. She is an
investor and advisor to companies and
institutions globally, and since 2009 has
served as executive chair of the board at
Kiva, the first and largest crowdlending
marketplace for global entrepreneurs.
11 women were selected as
category winners by a judging panel
chaired by Sir Nicholas Young. The full
list of winners is:

• Shweta Aggarwal, Creator of Dev
and Ollie Books [Arts & Culture]
• Deepa Shah, CFO, Hall & Partners
[Business]
• Nancy Johnston, CEO & Founder,
Tengri [Entrepreneur]
• Tina Ghazimorad, TV Producer &
Film Maker, Manoto [Media]
• Amina Memon, Professor of
Psychology, Royal Holloway
University of London [Professions]
• Tulip Mazumdar, Global Health
Reporter, BBC News [Public Service]
• Sara Khan, Co-Director & CoFounder, Inspire [Social &
Humanitarian]
• Harleen Kaur, British Champion,
World Martial Kombat Federation
[Sport]
• Bonnie Chiu, Co-Founder,
Lensational and Shiura Rasheed,
Programme Manager, Thomson
Reuters Foundation [Young
Achiever]
• Tahira Widlof, General Store
Manager, Asda [NatWest AWA
Chairman’s Award]

Also highly
commended
by the
judging panel
this year
were: Hoda
and Aslam
Elsoudani,
Spoken Iris
Films [Arts
Sara Khan,
and Culture];
Social & Humanitarian
Manjit
Gill, Binti [Social & Humanitarian];
Kuljit Bhogal, Cornerstone Barristers
[Professions]; and Rashpal Martin,
NatWest [Business].
Pinky Lilani CBE DL, Founder, Asian
Women of Achievement Awards said,
“We are thrilled for all the winners,
who are united by their passion and
inspirational achievements. The
diversity of this year’s winners highlights
that whether they are martial arts
champions or children’s book authors,
Asian women in Britain are bucking
stereotypes while making an enormous
contribution to British life. I am
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From counter-extremism campaigners to martial arts
champions, Asian Women of Achievement Awards celebrate
extraordinary Asian women across Britain

immensely proud to stand alongside
this inspiring group of women.”
Les Matheson, CEO, Personal
& Business Banking, NatWest said:
“NatWest is proud to be a part of
Asian Women of Achievement for
the 5th year running. Once again, the
awards have demonstrated the talent
and determination of a remarkable
group of British Asian women. My
congratulations to the winners and
all those shortlisted, who I’m sure will
continue to achieve great success.”
For information on the awards visit:
www.awaawards.com
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Bonnie Chiu & Shiura Rasheed,
Young Achiever
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Technical Director Reading FC
Brian Tevreden was born on
26 November 1981, and is a Dutch
former professional football player
who now works as a Director of Football
at Reading.
Tevreden began his career with
FC Volendam and he spent two seasons
with the club, appearing in 15 matches.
He joined FC Emmen in July 2004 after
playing against Mansfield Town for
Leeds United. In late 2006, Tevreden
moved to Greece where he would
play for Panthrakikos F.C. in the Beta
Ethniki and Fostiras F.C. in the Gamma
Ethniki. He returned to the Netherlands
to play for FC Dordrecht in the 2008–09
Eerste divisie season.
After retiring from professional
football Tevreden joined Ajax in 2011
as a coach working within the club’s
youth system.
In February 2016 Tevreden left Ajax
to join English club Reading where he
was appointed Head of International
Football and Development.

When Director of Football at Reading
Nick Hammond left the club to join
West Bromwich Albion in April 2016,
Tevreden was promoted to take up the
role of Director of Football.
Tevreden, 34, is part of a Dutch
revolution at Madejski Stadium that has
seen Jaap Stam appointed as Reading FC
Manager on an initial two-year-contract
with the option of a third.
Tevreden, who hails from
Amsterdam, hung up his boots in 2009
and worked his way up the Ajax ranks
before joining Royals in February.
And Tevreden admits the upcoming
transfer window will be a crucial one for
the Royals.
“Reading has a very good
reputation as a club with a good
academy,” he explained.
“People are very warm and they
work very hard. If we do things the right
way, I really believe we can achieve
great things. This summer is going to be
an important one for us.
That is why we took our
time in appointing Jaap.
Now we have a very
clear plan about the
future and the structure
of the club. We will try
our best to achieve
promotion next season,
but you have to do
things in steps.”
Today Magazine
Reporter, Shanice
Medford interviewed
Brian about his recent
appointment
as Technical Director
of Football
at Reading FC.
There is a real issue in
England with a lack
of Black Managers. It
seems that everyone

Brian and Tiger (Reading FC owner)
22 Today Magazine

is happy to have players but in terms
of managing a team, people think no
way. What is your view on this?
Holland is the same, we have
the same issues being a Black Manager
or Director, you don’t see them often
or not at all to be honest. I think it is
an issue and I hope I can be the first
one to break it. If you want to achieve
something you have to believe in it
and go get it.
Let’s start right from the beginning
in terms of your playing career.
I was born in Amsterdam, Holland,
from a single mother with 4 kids, she
had 2 jobs and worked very hard, she
did housekeeping. She was very hard
on us, you know how Black mums are,
I am very proud of her. She is now a
manager of a hotel, she put a lot of
time and effort to get to where she is
now, if you want to achieve it you will
get it. My mother is very proud of me
also, I started at a local club called
Ajax in Amsterdam, I then went to
Volendam for 16 years, then I went to
Greece for 4 years playing all national
teams, after which I came back to
Holland to play for a small club before
retiring. The reason is because you
have to be realistic and I thought I can’t
get to the top anymore so I went to
do a course to become a coach. I then
started as a coach in Dutch FA, after 1
year I went back to Ajax for 7 years then
I came to England in January 2016.
How influential, if at all, were players
like Ruud Gullit, being another Black
player from Holland?
Gullit was very important for us in
Holland, but he played in 1988, there
was the European Championship for
the Dutch team and for me it was a big
thing because I was a small boy and still
remember the whole game. But
I think the most influential player for
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me was Seedorf, because he was young
and came from a poor family, he had
a strong mind. On the first game when
he started as a coach for AC Millan,
Italy, I got goosebumps and it showed
me that it is possible to get there as
a Black coach, it gave me so much
power and energy.

For someone that doesn’t really
know the whole football side of things,
how would you explain your job
in more detail?
On the first team, I would buy
players and sell players, employ
managers, employ academy coaches
and many more.

What inspired you to get into
football at a young age?
The thing that inspired me was the
joy. When you are young you don’t have
many problems or responsibilities. You
run, kick the ball and go forward, try
get a goal then celebrate. When you
see your mum struggle, and having 2
jobs it isn’t nice and no one wants to
see their mum struggle, this is the most
important thing that inspired me to play.

Do you live in England now?
Yes, I live in England in Reading
Town Centre. My family is not here;
my wife is in Amsterdam. I go back to
Amsterdam every 2 weeks.
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Can you explain to me about
what your role involves now as
Director of Football?
I deal with the whole football side,
the academy, recruitment, first team,
the whole staff. I manage the whole of
the football side.

24 Today Magazine

Why did you move? Why Reading?
When I quit, a lot of teams
approached me to become a coach. I
had phone call after phone call! I came
down to Reading after being contacted
to discuss the club and everything.
After having a meeting I said no at first
to becoming a coach at Reading, but I
had time to think and they contacted
me again, I had another meeting and
talked about the future of the club
and the academy and I was a little bit
more excited. I came on as Head of

International Football Development to
work closely with Nick Hammond but he
left after a couple of months, then
I became Technical Director. It was
a fast and strange situation but also
a very good one.
What do you look for, in order to
develop a good team and players?
I want to develop young players
for the team with experienced players
also. We have a clear plan for the
academy and many ideas to make the
team grow and become better. I have
already brought in seven players this
summer. This year we want to fight for
the Premier League, I need my team to
want it just like myself, they have to be
dedicated to the sport, the team and
to myself. So far it has been hard work,
but if I want something, I get it, it’s been
good and we have made good decisions
and signings already.
Being a Black Director, do you feel
you have to set an even bigger
example to others?
Of course! I have to be a role model
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to others, show them that it is possible
to achieve your goals and ambitions. I’m
proud to be a Director and Black, if you
work hard, are loyal and do what you
are meant to do, then you can get the
job you want. Never give up.
I remember I watched a game when
Mario Balotelli scored and he ran over
to Seedorf and they pointed at each
other, it was a proud moment to watch
that. Seedorf was an inspiration to me.
This was an example that made me
think yes that it is possible to be a Black
Coach/Director. Reading FC did a good
job because they didn’t look at colour,
they looked at quality.
Do you think you have got real value
for money for these players?
I believe we have, before anything
or making any decision’s or a signing, we
analyse the player as a person, what he
has done in the past, finding out more
about them, what is their potential.
We look at everything and analyse
everything very well to make sure we
make the best decision for the best deal
and that it is real value for money.
Would you like to add anything else?
Just to never give up, carry on
achieving your goals and what you want
in life. You will always get somewhere in
life if you never give up. I am happy with
where I have come in life so far, I will
carry on being a good example to others
and being a good Black role model for
the young ones.
Shanice Medford
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20th anniversary show at 02 Arena, London

From behind the mask to centre stage

at the Oakwood Centre in Woodley and
Oxford Arts Centre in Oxford.
What are some of your challenges?
We are always trying to find new ways
to fundraise. Last summer the students
packed bags at Tesco to raise funds.
They were there again at Christmas
with added impromptu performances
of song and dance. We also performed
at the John Lewis Christmas event
and they contributed to our fund.
We performed at the Sports Personality
of the year awards. We are constantly
fundraising as we need to pay for
license to perform plays.

“Life’s a stage”

I met with Tiffany King to find out
more about her work with Theatretrain
and her passion for the industry.
Theatretrain is a national franchise
and it’s been going for 25 years. In
2009 Tiffany bought in to the Reading
franchise of Theatretrain and became
its director. She started with only 20
people. Having trained as a performer
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and studied drama, dance and singing
Tiffany knows the theory as well as the
practice of performance. Theatretrain
Reading is now at full capacity with
eighty-three 6 to 18 year-olds in the
main school and nineteen minis who
are 4 to 5 years old. She’s been very
pleased that Theatretrain’s founder
Kevin Dowsett has seen many of the
shows she’s put on and sees her work in
Reading as “leading the way”.

How does Theatretrain work?
Classes and rehearsals take place on
a Saturday from 9am to 3pm. In that
time the students have one hour each
of dance, drama and music. Since 2013
Tiffany introduced advanced classes to
challenge the 12-18 year olds as they
do extended techniques in dance. With
her National Theatre connections, the
students often perform at the National
Youth Festival. Performances tend to be

How do you encourage the
students to develop?
A couple years ago we performed a
live director play-a-thon in the
presence of the Mayors of Reading
and Wokingham. This stretched the
children in a live performance space
where they had to improvise all evening.
Its pushing them in a safe space.
How much does it cost to attend
Theatretrain?
We charge £19 for every 3-hour
Saturday slot. Our next competitor
charges £27 so that makes us more
affordable. We know that everyone
cannot afford it so we do our best
to offer bursaries.

Who are the teachers at
Theatretrain?
We have teachers who are also
performing in shows like Parade
and The Lion King. People have also
performed at the Edinburgh Festival.
We have a teacher each for singing,
dance and drama. The 4-5 year olds
have 2 teachers for themselves.
These tend to be older students
with lots of experience finding an
opportunity to help out and
increase their skills.
Tell me about your
recent shows?
We did ‘It Snows’ by Bryony
Lavery and Frantic Assembly
theatre company. It is a play
written for young people and it is
very gritty. It required lots of creativity
such as using white paper
for lights and snow.
It began quite harsh with the
language of the streets, bullying and
family breakdown. Eventually the snow
comes and transforms everything.
We’ve also had a successful
weekend performing ‘Bring it On’ the
Broadway Musical. The play focuses on
a girl who wants to be a cheerleader
and then moves to the ghetto where
there are no cheerleaders. Together
with her new peers they work together
to put on their own show. The process is

transforming and
the show celebrates being yourself.
How did you get into this profession?
I did ballet, tap and modern as a girl.
Back in 2004 I performed in Jungle book
at The Oxford Playhouse. I followed that
with several shows with the National
Youth Theatre until 2008. Most recently
I was a dance and performance teacher
and Head of Drama at St. Josephs
College. Over the years I’ve done many
live pieces including being part of a
community project performed in the
Cabinet War Rooms in London. This was
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pivotal in seeing me move into the role
of director and choreographer with the
National Youth Theatre from 2006-2009.
I was able to direct ‘God save the teen’
in Trafalgar Square in 2006.

Sing for Sue at Reading Station, 2015

Can you remember when you
first became interested in theatre
and performance?
I think it started at church or
maybe primary school. I remember
choreographing dance and other shows
when I was in Year 5 at Battle Primary
School. I was always performing and
doing shows. My siblings and I would
put on shows for the family at home.
How did you take it forward?
Because I was academic too I went
to university. I studied performing
arts at Royal Holloway and got a 1st
Class degree. I was lucky to study with
Lynette Goddard and others pushing
the boundaries of Black British and
Postcolonial theatre. Being mixed race
I have also played parts requiring a
Spanish or Asian presence. There are
few roles for mixed race people and
often these are highly sexualised, ghetto
or street parts. Theatretrain gives me
the opportunity to put on a broader
range of roles.
What were you doing before
Theatretrain?
Alongside working with the National
Youth Theatre I was teaching Spanish.
Later, from 2008-12, I began introducing
GSCE drama and dance at St. Josephs
College. I introduced the A’level to
the school from in 2009 and was Head
of Drama from 2013-16. Although I
have since left the school to focus on
Theatretrain I am now freelancing with
several schools. We’ll be putting on
Guys And Dolls at St. Josephs College
this autumn. Alongside such work I’ve
also been a judge on Readings Got
Talent.
What are your long-term plans for
yourself and Theatretrain?
I want to continue to provide the high
quality training without an expensive
price tag so that many people can
benefit. We are not complacent with
our success and are always pushing our
students to do their best. Where I find
the syllabus is repetitive I will make
it more engaging for the students. In
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the long-term I really want to have an
advanced dance and drama company. I’d
also like to direct and choreograph more
and to add in older children. Overall I
want Theatretrain to stay visible and
continue to be professional.

Where can people find out more?
They can email me at
reading@theatretrain.co.uk
or checkout our Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/
TheatretrainReading/

We hold classes at
The Hill School in
Caversham.
by Shirley Anstis
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PROSPECT PARK CARIBBEAN DAY
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Destiny’s
7th Birthday
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Barbados 50th
Jooking boards, hopscotch and crocus bags are some of the things you
will learn about through the events celebrating Barbadians in Reading

Barbados and Friends Association
Reading are celebrating the island’s 50
years as an independent island.
Reading is twinned with
Speightstown and there are various
activities to celebrate the presence
of Barbadians (aka Bajans) in Reading.
The Reading Museum help us to know
why Bajans came over to England, the
economic situation in the Caribbean
at the time and what they did when
they got here.
I spoke to Rodney Harewood who
had memories of coming over to the
U.K. as a child in the 1960s. He is part
of a second generation of people who
trace their ancestry to the island. He
is also a BAFA Executive Committee
member and leads on the Barbados
Heritage Project.
Here is what I found out about
the celebratory events:Three Artefacts Roadshows took
place in the Earley Room of Reading
Museum. Many of the artefacts on
display were from Barbados and
included a jooking board (washing
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board) and hot combs (for
hair straightening). Other
items included crocus bags
which had many uses, for
example, bedding, storage
and bed linen.
A large number of the
artefacts along with other
material will be on display in
Reading Museum from 3rd
October to 3rd December 2016.
This taps in to the memories of those
who spent their childhood in the
Caribbean. Visitors will have thoughts
and feelings of the past whether
because of their experiences or that of
family or friends.
In addition to the Reading
Museum display the organisers also
plan to put on a Cultural Extravaganza
at Reading Concert Hall 15th
October. The programme includes
Reading Community Gospel Choir, a
performance of ‘Streets Paved with
Gold’ by Victor Richards and the
premiere of ‘Our journey so far’, a
documentary where first and second

generation Barbadians discuss their
experiences in Barbados and settling in
Reading. The event includes workshops
‘Tracing your Caribbean Heritage’ led
by Guy Grannum from National Archives
and ‘Heritage in your Attic’ led by
Brendan Carr of Reading Museum.
Some of the older generation will
be on hand to show the younger
generation how to play the games of
their childhood e.g. hopscotch, jacks,
marbles, warri and dominoes.
Other celebratory events will
involve working with dementia
awareness organisations to create
memory boxes.
Rodney shared memories of the

Rediffusion radio which many Caribbean
people listened to at the time; it was
the one place to get news and stories
about the Caribbean communities.
There are people in the community
who remember that there was a Labour
Exchange (similar to a Job Centre) on
South Street. Before the After Dark
club there was a Caribbean Club on
the same spot. People also held parties
and dances at The Union Hall on
Oxford Road.
As the organisers have been
putting the events together they have
made some interesting discoveries. They
found someone who kept their travel
ticket for a ship sailing from Barbados

to England in 1952! Neville Griffith,
reputedly the fourth Bajan in Reading,
was interviewed by Reading Chronicle
in 1954. The celebrations present a
great opportunity to gather all the
information that is available.
The Bajans who came to Reading
were all pioneers as they did not know
what it would be like. Many liked that
it was greener than London. Several
grew up with the Huntley & Palmers
biscuits back home and were drawn to
the place where it was made. In many
ways they were the newcomers of the
1950’s and 1960’s. The celebrations
offer a time to take pride in the journey
since arrival and the achievements in

the community.
If your family comes from Barbados
or you’ve visited Barbados and only
just heard of the island you could still
get something out of the museum
display. If, like me, your family is from a
different island, you’d be surprised by
some of the similarities in the cultural
story. You can visit the museum display,
attend the Cultural Extravaganza and
help Barbadians celebrate 50 years of
Independence.
More information via BAFA (Reading)
Facebook page:
www.bafa-reading.org.uk
Shirley Anstis
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A taste of Brazil in Reading

Many of us have spent the summer
enjoying the 2016 Olympics and
Paralympics in Brazil. It was a great
chance to experience some of the
sights and sounds of that large,
dynamic and diverse country. If you’d
like the tastes of Brazil closer to home
then you’re in luck, Pau Brasil offers just
that. I met with Evie, who started the
café in 2004, to find out more about her
life, her homeland and her food.
What does ‘Pau Brasil’ mean?
It is named after a tree that the
Portuguese found when they got to
Brazil. The tree grew abundantly and
is distinctive with its rust coloured
trunk and yellow orchid like flowers.
The indigenous people used the hard
wood to make arrows and extracted the
dye to colour feathers. The Portuguese
began exploiting the tree once Brazil
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was colonised and brought the tree
to Europe. The pigment is used in the
clothing industry. The tree contributed a
significant part of Brazil’s resources and
gave its name to the country.
What made you decide to open
Pau Brasil?
I wanted to fulfil my need to be in
touch with Brazil plus I had lots of
experience in retail and customer
service. The café helps me to connect
to my culture through my work.
What brought you to Reading?
I came to the U.K to improve my English
as I was very good at writing English but
not so good at speaking it. I first came
in 1988 only for 1 year then returned
in 1989. I got a job in Maidenhead and
was later promoted to help open a new
outlet in the area.

Was it difficult to find staff who
understand what you are trying to do?
It can be difficult but we’re okay at the
moment. My team are from Portugal,
Macau, Brazil and Angola. These were
all Portuguese colonies and we all speak
Portuguese with our other languages.
What do you really enjoy about
having the café?
It keeps me close to my culture and
helps me to connect to other cultures.
We learn more about our culture by
speaking to others about it. I’m always
talking about cooking in
different cultures.
I like contributing
to my community
and supporting
various classes
and events.

and independent shops like ours are
quite rare. We’re well worth the short
walk up the hill.
What made you choose this location?
When I first saw the building I thought
it looked like a shop in Brazil, it’s just
a little bit different. Also, because it
is not in the town centre it is a bit
more affordable.
How do people find out about
Pau Brasil?
We have had great reviews over the
years, two in The Guardian, a few on
Trip Adviser and local interviews with
yourselves and BBC Berkshire. People
like supporting independent businesses
and we communicate with all our
customers, from different cultures.
But mostly it is word of mouth as
people like us and that keeps us going.

Have you any plans for the future?
First we need to survive the political and
global changes which impact us. Brexit
will affect our imports from Portugal
although that’s not impacted yet. We
want to continue to build structure and
grow. I’d like to have more events and
communicate about these. We could do
more party food and street food.
If you’d like to try some Brazilian food in
Reading you can find Pau Brasil
at 89 Mount Pleasant, Reading.

Telephone 0118 975 2333
or contact via Facebook

www.facebook.com/paubrasiluk
Shirley Anstis

Tell me a bit about
the food you serve?
We serve a variety
of dishes including
our national dish
Feijoada A Moda Da
Casa which is made
with black beans, pork
sausages, rice, greens
and toasted cassava flour.
There is also a meat free
version. I change the menu
every two weeks as the
country is so vast and has
so many cuisines.
This
was 24 years
ago and I now have a 23-year-old
son who was born in Reading.
Is there a Brazilian community
in Reading?
The community is small. There are a few
Brazilians in the surrounding areas too.
There’s always a small but regular flow
of people through overseas students
studying at the university.
What aspects of Brazilian tastes and
culture influence your Café here?
Brazil has many influences including
Portuguese, Lebanese, native Indian,
African and more recently Italian and
Japanese. I try to capture the food and

Thank you for my tasters
of fish cakes (Bolinho de
Bocalhau), chicken dumplings
(Coxinha), minced beef with
cracked wheat and mint
(Lebanese Kibe) and soursop
drink (Graviola). The chilli sauce brought
some heat and liveliness to the plate
so it was all quite tasty.
How difficult is it to get people to leave
the town centre and come to you?
Yes, it is challenging to remain visible
whilst not being in the town centre.
I’ve also set a high standard and want
to keep all aspects of the business
performing well. We have quality and
commitment. We are quite unique in
the food we serve and the atmosphere
we create. We also sell food products
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Pau Brasil

ambience with occasional Brazilian
music performances.

Priory Church dating back to the 11th
century. We enjoyed a ferry ride across
the natural harbour doing a return trip
from Christchurch Quay to Mudeford
Sandbank. This is only available in the
summer months. You might also like
to explore the Adventure Wonderland
depending on the ages in your party.
It also houses an indoor play centre so
guaranteed fun whatever the weather.
Shirley Anstis

VISITING DORSET
Seagulls, sand and seafood…
Summer holidays used to be a
simple thing; catching some sunshine
and (re)discovering a location.
Family holidays though can have slightly
different criteria. It requires simple
activities that children can do in a safe
family friendly environment.
This summer we opted for an easy
break by the seaside: Christchurch
Quay in Dorset.
Christchurch is located where the
rivers Avon and Stour meet. With its
natural harbour it is a beautiful spot to
visit. Although I don’t sail, my Caribbean
background makes me very comfortable
with harbours and beaches. I often
forget how inland Reading is until I
take a break and head for the coast.
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On our way to Christchurch we
drove through the New Forest National
Park. Being encompassed by trees helps
me to slow down. Studies show that
being in nature helps us to destress
and is good for our health. Due to the
timings we didn’t stop there for long
but I’d certainly be interested in visiting
the New Forest again.
Eventually we arrived at
Christchurch Quay and to our
accommodation at the Christchurch
Harbour Hotel and Spa. This suited
our needs very well with an extensive
breakfast menu, an option for dinner
and an easy walk to the beach. The
hotel was clean, affordable, stylish
enough and with helpful staff.

The air feels different by the sea.
If like me you’re not brave enough to
immerse yourself into the sea you can
always go paddling. Lovely activities for
children include searching for crabs and
seaweed, flying kites, playing with a ball
and numerous sand games including
building sandcastles. It was lovely to
slow down, unwind, reconnect and
remember childhood times doing much
the same thing, albeit in the sunshine.
My favourite activity was finding new
seaside eateries and enjoying crab and
lobster for lunch!
If you are more adventurous or
are having a longer break, then there
are many other activities. There is
the World Heritage Jurassic Coast to
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explore. Christchurch is very near
to Bournemouth which offers great
entertainment, shopping and nightlife.
There are wonderful countryside
and coastal views. The restaurants
boast local produce and much of the
fish and seafood comes from local
fishing boats.
You can visit Grade 1 listed
Highcliffe Castle and appreciate its
grandeur. You can engage with more
history and heritage by visiting the

Horoscope - Summer 2016

Sudoku

ARIES: (21 March - 19 April)

LIBRA: (23 September - 22 October)

TAURUS: (20 April - 20 May)

SCORPIO: (23 October - 21 November)

GEMINI: (21 May - 20 June)

SAGITTARIUS: (22 November - 21 December)

CANCER: (21 June - 22 July)

CAPRICORN: (22 December - 19 January)

LEO: (23 July - 22 August)

AQUARIUS: (20 January - 18 February)

VIRGO: (23 August - 22 September)

PISCES: (19 February - 20 March)

Trying to manipulate others to get your own way
will only backfire – especially when it comes to
family. Instead, try a straightforward approach.
You’ll see that it’s much more effective. If changes
are going on in the workplace, this may be the
opportunity to advance.

Sudoku Rules: Each column, row and block must contain all of the numbers 1 through 9 and no two numbers in the same
column, row or block of a Sudoku puzzle can be the same.

Crossword

42. “Happiness ____ Warm
Puppy”
43. Baylor University city
47. Start of many poem titles
48. Recurring theme
51. Performed maintenance
on a piano
52. Acorn producers
54. “Don’t say ___”
57. Red-faced
62. Poodle handle
63. Number of Hitchcock’s steps
66. Crazy pain?
67. Designer Oscar de la ___
68. Ye follower
69. Change the décor of
70. Informal affirmations
71. Brand of microprocessors
from Intel

Down
Across

1. Lyrical poems
5. Puccini classic
10. Feminine title
14. “A.S.A.P.!”
15. Regularly
16. Brink
17. Internet correspondence
return
19. Dressmaker’s tuck
20. Sushi bar order

21. Ragtime pianist Blake
22. Bequests
26. Smart guy
30. Mountain range whose name
means“abode of snow”
34. WWII orphan of comics
35. Subject involving sin, cos,
and tan
36. Sudan neighbor (abbr.)
37. Remote control
39. Like the smallest bands

1. Quarry finds
2. Russian parliament
3. Spanish pronoun
4. ___ tzu (dog breed)
5. “The Velvet Fog”
6. Pieces ___ (pirate booty)
7. Motor oil additive brand
8. Cartoon film art
9. “___ questions?”
10. Snake-haired horror
11. Just ____
12. Farm prefix

13. Dole out
18. East Coast rapper
21. Snakelike fish
23. It’s mostly nitrogen
24. 901 in Roman numerals
25. Othello’s undoer
26. Tylenol rival
27. Baggy
28. First premier of China
29. Large German pol. party
31. Saudi Arabia neighbor
32. Ornamental stone
33. Church assembly
38. Endor dweller
40. Outgoing
41. E-mail address ending
44. It began as Southwestern Bell
45. Arctic ___ (map abbr.)
46. Heinlein classic, The Green
Hills ___
49. City in Italia
50. Incensed
53. Menudo’s “Si Tu No ___”
54. Where some worship from
55. Premoistened towelette
56. “The Wizard ____”
58. Healthy as ____
59. Odometer unit
60. Within: pref.
61. Paula of cookbook fame
63. Give it a go
64. Half a bray
65. ____ New York minute

Unforeseen interruptions will keep you from
your original agenda this season. It will be
especially frustrating because you will probably
have no control over the situation. Good news
comes late in the season.

An unexpected show of emotion from a work
associate will take you by surprise. You’ll see a
completely different side of this person. What
seems like a wild goose chase early in this season
could lead to an opportunity later on. You’ll feel
that it was “meant to be.”

Out of town visitors brighten the time ahead.
You’ll have fun playing host and tour guide. An upcoming celebration gives you an excuse to splurge
a little. A relationship you form now could hold
important meaning in the years to come. You may
need to be patient with an irritable Libra.

Don’t let insecurities get in the way of opportunity.
Believe in yourself and others will, too. A downand-out friend will come to you with a problem.
Don’t be afraid to give honest advice. It may hurt
at first, but (s)he will appreciate it in the long run.
The mail brings good news.

A dream you have will help you figure out an
answer to an ongoing problem. Midseason,
you could be faced with a confrontation in the
workplace. Don’t back down – especially when
dealing with authority figures. New romance is a
big possibility this season.

Do you have a big home project planned?
Enlisting the help of friends could cut the work
time in half. Just be sure you give detailed
instructions or you might not get the result you
want. And don’t forget to reward these friends. A
look towards the future gives you reason to smile.

A scandal in the workplace makes the beginning
of the season more interesting. You’ll find out
some interesting and shocking news. Now’s the
time to make a move. You may find out something
new about yourself.

A series of mishaps could delay plans. If you’re
in a new relationship, this could be a tricky time.
Keep things at a slow pace or the object of your
affections could get scared away. This is especially
true with Leo. A reminder of your past comes late
in the season.

Take a stand now or you’ll be taken advantage
of. Your willingness to please needs to be curbed
especially when it comes to business. In matters of
love, you could be in for a pleasant surprise. When
a friend secretly confides in you later in the season,
be sure to listen well with both ears.

A spur-of-the-moment night out will set a relaxing
tone for the rest of the season. You’ll pledge to
take life less seriously. News of a friend’s good
fortune will provide inspiration. A Scorpio’s actions
will effect you in some way later in the season.
Keep a tight hold on finances.

Don’t back down if you feel strongly about an
issue. Even if you’re not the most articulate
debater, you’ll get your point across with pure
passion. Some-thing that started as a temporary
situation will turn permanent. A heart-to-heart
discussion makes this season more meaningful.

For solutions, please visit our website: http://www.todaymag.co.uk/puzzle-solutions-summer-2016
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